Biscuit for reddit – Fact Sheet

We believe that Biscuit for reddit is the tastiest iPad reddit client in the App Store. It introduces a radical new approach to a classical
problem, making sense of forum discussions. Also, it's clean, beautiful and full-featured. We believe it's quite exceptional – a whole new
way to reddit. Rediscover reddit!

Biscuit for reddit
- Fully-featured reddit client for iPad.
- Capitalizing on simplicity and visual minimalism. Goal: the most aesthetic reddit experience you can get.
- True iOS 7 native app, eg. support for iOS 7 dynamic text, background fetching of messages.
- Unprecedented comment layout, based on scientific study, adapted for tablet interaction.
- Focussed reading, easy interaction.
- Responsiveness and fluid interaction, eg. easy-to-remember two-finger gestures for voting and replying.

Some more really great features
- »Infinite scrolling« on subreddit listings instead of manual paging or »load more«.
- Automatically loads more comments as you read, anticipating what you might need next.
- Helps you find the best content on reddit by highlighting OP comments and comments by reddit friends.
- Makes posting easy with markdown cheat sheet and special markdown keys.
- Upload images from your iPad camera roll to directly include them in your posts or comments.
- Optimized native views for images, videos and self-posts.
- Sharing options include Safari Reading List, cross post on reddit.
- Maintains a list of visited subreddits for comfortable no-registration reading.
- Go on a subreddit safari using »Random Subreddit« and »Next Random Subreddit« functions.

Contact
- Web: http://biscuitapp.co
- Twitter: @biscuitapp
- email: contact@biscuitapp.co

Availabilty
- iOS App Store https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/biscuit/id697779797
- Price: US $ 3.99 (£1.99 /€ 3.59).

Brief Description
Biscuit for reddit is an iPad client for reddit1. It was designed specifically to make the often lengthy and animated discussions
easier to read and follow. The unique comment layout allows the reader to focus, dive deep and read with dedication. Comments
are spread out on a 2D canvas; horizontally to drill down into an argument, vertically to read all the immediate replies. This invites
users to explore threads visually, and allows them to dive into tangents without loosing the connection to the main topic.
Interaction is swift and smooth, so that reading turns into a rather enjoyable experience.

Biscuit for reddit is as much a Reddit client as it is a new take on how information could be consumed and engaged with. It is an
opinionated design, but one we are very proud of. Beyond that, Biscuit for reddit was designed to be the most aesthetic reddit
experience you can get. Simple and reduced to the neccesary, beautiful typography, frugal use of color and fluent, responsive
interaction are some of the ingredients of the Biscuit for reddit experience. No wonder then that it's users love it (see »User
Testimonials«).
Biscuit for reddit was made by people who know and love reddit. Voting, an essential mechanism on reddit, is as easy as swiping
two fingers up on a comment or story. This is just one of the many little details that give away our aﬀection, such as extra keys for
markup on the keyboard (including a seperate
key), pervasive labelling of OP-comments, and the ability to upload pictures
from the camera roll of your iPad. Also, cross-posting a story to a diﬀerent subreddit is as easy as sharing it on twitter, facebook or
via email.

Biscuit for reddit was implemented by Matthias Tretter in the course of his master thesis in Software Engineering & Internet
Computing at the Vienna University of Technology. It is based on concepts developed and tested by Peter Purgathofer,
researcher in interaction design at the HCI Group at the Institut of Design and Assessment of Technology, Vienna University of
Technology. To accomplish the simplicity and beauty of the app, it was inevitable to include genius IA designer Thomas
Pamminger of Wollzelle. Find more information on the team in the »Company overview & short bios« section.
Web: http://biscuitapp.co

1 Reddit, stylized as reddit, is a social news and entertainment website where registered users submit content in the form of either a link or a text (›self‹)

post. Other users then vote the submission ›up‹ or ›down‹, which is used to rank the post and determine its position on the site's pages and front page.
Content entries are organized by areas of interest called ›subreddits‹. — Wikipedia

Screenshots
Detail View: Image, Portrait Mode
with iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5wab2/2048w.png
without iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5sbi8/2048w.png

List View: Subreddit, Portrait Mode
with iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5wbev/2048w.png
without iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5scj3/2048w.png

Sidebar Information, Portrait Mode
with iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5wcpk/2048w.png
without iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5sd1x/2048w.png

Main Menu and Comments View, Landscape Mode
with iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5wdhf/2048w.png
without iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5sfbm/2048w.png

Comments View, Landscape Mode
with iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5we2c/2048w.png
without iPad: http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5sedj/2048w.png

Biscuit for reddit hi-res logo
http://cdn.maikoapp.com/4u9e/5cu3e/2048w.png

Company overview & short bios
Biscuit is born from a meeting of minds: a gifted student (Matthias Tretter), his thesis supervisor (Peter Purgathofer), and a user
experience specialist (Thomas Pamminger). They decided to align their talents, and bake the tastiest Reddit client in the App
Store. They are doing it »indie«-style, without the burden of investors or corporate backers, and are all dedicated to making it the
best — and best-selling — Reddit reader for iPad!

Matthias Tretter is currently a student of Software Engineering & Internet Computing at Vienna University of Technology,
shortly before graduating. Biscuit is part of his master thesis, which is supervised by Peter Purgathofer at the Institut of Design
and Assessment of Technology. Before delving into this project, he was lead iOS engineer at a well-known Austrian software
company and implemented several iOS apps, including the prestigious »ORF TVthek« app for iPad and iPhone, which oﬀers
access to the video on demand-service of the largest Austrian TV station. Moreover he is the author of the leading routing
framework for iOS, MTDirectionsKit and publisher of several successful open source components. https://twitter.com/myell0w
When I was shown the proposed comment layout by my supervisor, I immediately understood its potential in the context of reddit. There
was a window to make those long and elaborate – and often very interesting – discussions manageable, to amplify the good and reduce
the bad in it. I loved the project from the first minute on. — Matthias Tretter, app developer.

Peter Purgathofer is researcher, teacher and practitioner in interaction design at the Vienna University of Technologie's Institute
for Design and Assessment of Technology. He is coordinator of the Media Informatics curriculum at the faculty of informatics. In
countless collaborative eﬀorts with other research units, NGOs, cultural institutions and with local IT industry, his goal always
was to advocate and further exceptional interaction design. http://peter.purgathofer.net
It always bothered me that the usual forum layout makes reading online discussions really diﬃcult. Often, these designs let you follow the
first replies easily, but make it hard to find out what a comment further down is actually replying to, or they require a lot of clicking and
reloading, forcing you to find where you were over and over again. I set out to design a novel way to represent and navigate discussions
that uses two dimensions instead of just vertical scrolling. With the advent of the iPad, it became clear that this was a perfect fit! — Peter
Purgathofer, researcher in interaction design.

Thomas Pamminger holds an MSc in Architecture from Vienna University of Technology, and has a background in Computer
Science. As a leading user experience specialist, he consults with the biggest names in the industry on design strategy, interface
design, and interaction design. His agency, Wollzelle, crafts unique brands and experiences for high-profile clients the world over,
including Gucci and Luxury Goods International. It also develops platforms for creative pros, such as the industry-defining
Fluxiom and Maiko. http://www.wollzelle.com
When Peter Purgathofer, the well-known technologist and educator, asked me to collaborate on a radically diﬀerent Reddit client, I
jumped at the chance. Our goals were threefold: provide an intuitive visual representation of the conversation, highlight contributions
from friends and contacts, and facilitate voting. Simply put, we wanted to make Reddit useful again. — Thomas Pamminger, founder of
Wollzelle.

Additional Detail
Features
Responsiveness and fluid interaction was another of the core goals of Biscuit for reddit. A complex predictive engine ticks
behind the scenes to enhance the user’s experience, always preloading, caching, and parsing to keep things fluid and up-to-date.
This makes sure that when you tap a comment, you will see as little of that dreaded »loading…«-staller as possible. Of course,
because we want the app to behave responsibly, this is done only on WiFi, where data does not matter.
There even is science to support this approach: before Biscuit for reddit, this organisational principle was implemented and
evaluated in an academic lecture at the Vienna University of Technology. Observations showed that discussions that were
deeper, more engaged, and more interesting than with traditional forum software. This study delivered the foundation for the
comment layout in Biscuit for reddit. By focusing on the conversation and its flow, and by facilitating interaction with others, we
hope our client lets you turn reddit’s swamp back into fertile ground for thought.

User Testimonials
Even after a few days, users started raving about Biscuit for reddit. This is something we are especially proud of, so we included
some testimonials here.
LOVE: the Comment Tree Layout. Beautiful, simple, clean, and very elegant approach to a challenging issue. This is, IMO, the best
approach to true comment tree structures on Reddit — review on reddit
This apps makes reading reddit even more enjoyable than it was already. Being able to navigate through the separate threads in the
discussion makes it much easier to follow and participate. — review on iTunes Store
Biscuit is the first app I've used on my iPad for browsing reddit, and within 15 minutes I'm completely ready to ditch Safari in favor of
biscuiting. The UI is clean and intuitive; it's fun to navigate and I love the fact that OP comments are easily accessible. — review on
iTunes Store
The general design is very good with good clean layout choices, and a good attention to detail throughout. This is a strong focus on
simplicity and readability, and I like it. — review on reddit
Biscuit has a lot going for it as a Reddit client, but most notably is its central strength: it has the single best, most compelling structure of
Reddit's comment threads I've ever seen. By choosing this layout design, Biscuit actively improves over Reddit, browser based plugins, and
every other app I've used to display and interact with Reddit itself. I'm also impressed with the developer's openness and engagement with
the community they serve, actively addressing notes and suggestions head on. — review on iTunes Store

FAQ
Q: How is Biscuit for reddit diﬀerent from other reddit clients for the iPad?
Main diﬀerentiator is the specific layout of the comment view. It completely changes the way comments are perceived. An early
user wrote after a couple of days: »it really does completely reframe the entirity of Reddit for me around the conversation. ie, the
reddit i like.«
Other than that, the fact that we love reddit seeps through every element. Visual minimalism emphaizes the important elements,
single-stroke voting and replying put the essential operations at the center of your reddit experience.

Q: Will Biscuit for reddit be updated, or is it a one-oﬀ project?
Biscuit for reddit is here to stay as long as it is successfully sold. The development team is committed to keep Biscuit for reddit
alive as long as they can aﬀord to do so.

Q: iPad only?? What about iPhone?
For now, we are committed to deliver the best reddit experience on the iPad. Some nifty concepts that had to be pushed away for
us to make the 1.0 release, so stay tuned for a couple of nice surprises in future versions. That said, we do have some cool ideas
for an iPhone version. Who knows...

Q: iOS only?? What about Android or Windows Phone or (insert your favourite other platform here)?
No immediate plans. That doesn't mean that we don't see the potential of such a project.

Q: Mobile only? What about Desktop?
Biscuit for reddit was designed with the iPad in mind. This is what makes it such a great experience. To make a Biscuit for reddit
client on OS X, some of the very basic concepts would have to be rethought. At the moment, this seems unlikely to happen.

Q: How long have you worked on this project?
Hard to say. The concept for the comment layout was developed and tested some two years ago. In early spring 2013, Matthias
Tretter started working on the iPad version. In August, we asked Thomas Pamminger for help with some of those perky visual
problems. Biscuit for reddit launched early October 2013.

Q: If this comment structure is backed by a scientific study, where are the publications?
The original master thesis written by Peter Holzkorn can be found in the Vienna University of Technology library:
»Discuss. New designs for asynchronous online discussion for e-learning in higher education« http://catalogplus.tuwien.ac.at/
primo_library/libweb/action/dlDisplay.do?vid=UTW&afterPDS=true&institution=UTW&docId=UTW_aleph_acc000530262
Since then, a couple of papers have been written. The one published so far is in german language and can be found here: http://
fiﬀ.de/publikationen/fiﬀ-kommunikation/fk-2012/fk-3-2012/fk-3-2012-purgathofer/ We are in the process of writing more, and
english language papers are being submitted to conferences and journals at the time of writing.

Q: Will it support X (with X being multireddits, night-mode, a better image/imgur viewer, ...)
The next major updates (other than bug fixes) will introduce a nifty night-mode and support for multireddits. Other than that, we
do not discuss future features. We are, however, quite excited about what we have in the queue.

